Current pledges for a National Potato Innovation Centre

Thanks to all who have made their pledge.
I support NPIC.

Jim Carter
Stair.
Avisable

NPIC is a worthwhile idea for promoting sustainable foods suited for future climates.

M. Mitchell

Soy is an important food staple that needs more research.

2014
Supporting the science and innovation to protect and strengthen our potato crops is a no brainer.

Graeme Beale
Scottish Government

I support NPIC

Susan Davies,
The James Hutton Institute Board
We need an NPIC for us to achieve food sustainability!

Claire McLaren,
Councillor
Perth and Kinross Council
23/6/23
This research is incredible; rare, largely unexplored and all here in Scottish Agriculture. Thank you for developing Scottish agricultural science.

[Signature]

23/6/23

Matt Williams,
Scottish Government
Much needed ideas. This world derecho evolution is totally blind to take it through John Scott

Innovation is essential for economic growth.

Delighted to support NPC

Roger Zandi
INNOVATION CAN HELP OUR CROPS DEVELOP RESILIENCE TO CLIMATE CHANGE.

Lorna Slater, Scott Govt

Supporting the INVESTMENT in POTATO SCIENCE

Douglas Ross

Hope you all go well. Good luck!
Ariane Burgess,
Scottish Government

Here's to flourishing tattie innovation

Ariane Burgess, MSP
Highland & Islands
Please support NPIE

NI Supporter
from Co Tyrone

[Signature]

Keep up Potato Innovation & Educate people

Pilar Amieva
-the good choice.

[Signature]
John Marshall
Is that case fit
N.P.I.C.
22/06/23

All power to the potato

Pete Wishart, M.P.

Finlay Carson, M.S.P.

22/06/23

Finlay Carson, Scottish Government
Great to see the diversity brought into agricultural crop growth.

All in favor of mineral in food development and production.

Please support @NPIC Castlemartyr, Kildare

Dungannon, Co. Tyrone, N.Ireland

I love my spuds.

David Duguid, MP